COUNCIL WORK MINUTES
MAY 12.2021
MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Maile Wilson Edwards; Councilmembers: Ron Adams;
Terri Hartley; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips.
EXCUSED: Councilmember Crai g Isom.
STAFF PR-ESENT: City Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Attomey Tyler Romeril; City
Recorder Renon Savage; Finance Director Jason Norris; City Engineer Jonathan Stathis;

Police Chief Darin Adams; Fire Chief Mike Phillips; Leisure Services Director Ken Nielson;
Public Works Director Ryan Marshall; City Planner Don Boudreau.

OTHERS PRESENT: Erin Myers, Garth Green, Laura Henderson, Tom Jett, Dan Kidder,
Pace Clark, Carter Wilkey, Teri Kenney, Brett Taylor, Pace Clarke, Tim West, Karen West,
Alice Souza, Manuel Souza, Peggy Green, Scott Catuccio, Kristen Mitchell, Brigham
Nielsen, Anthony Pearson, Troy Thalheimer, Jason Clark, Susan Baker, Bob Platt, Nicholas
Willis, Jared Hatch, Dallas Buckner.
Cedar City First Baptist Church gave the
pledge
was led by Councilmember Melling.
invocation; the

CALL TO ORDER: Pastor Thalheimer of

AGENDA ORDE RAPPROVAL: MAyor asked that item #7 be moved to action.
Councilmember Melling moved to approve the agenda order moving item #7 to the action
agenda; second by Councilmernber Hartley; vote unanimous.

ADMINISTRATION AGENDA - MAYOR AND CO UNCIL BU SINESS: STAFF
COMMENTS: rMell ing - I had a resident reach out about the status on the fishing dock at
the Lake at the Hills, I indicated that even though we planned on doing that with ice melting,
I told them that it was probably a supply issue. Ken Nielson - for those not prirry to the
email, we are all in on our end, we are waiting for the material to arrive so they can do it at
one time. Their prices have gone up $14,000 on our dock, but they will honor our price' They
in Idaho. We bug thern every week. Phillips - do they not have time or
was it supplies? Ken - early spring it was supplies. They called last week and said they have
supplies and are waiting on scheduling. rPhillips - I would like to make everyone aware that
we have had 4 hours ofbudget meetings the past two days. It was a long process. Mr. Green
was here the entire time and Mr. Wilkey was here. It is a very long open process. I want to
thank stafffor all their work. rKen Nielson - Anthony Pearson has been hired as the new
Parks Division Head. I wanted to introduce him and let him introduce his family. Anthony
Pearson, it is a pleasure. My wife Rebecca and my son Gabe are here. I rvill do what I can to
beautit, the City.
are doing a project

PUB I
MMENTS: rUtah Summer Games update - Pace Clarke and Brigham Nielsen
- we wanted to address you and let you know we will run the 2021 USG to the most glory we
can bring to Cedar City. So far, we have zero limitations. Registration is open, there are
people hesitating, they all like to wait until the last few days and then they hit the books. We
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already did two events, Wrestling at Canyon View High School on March 20th, and in April
we did water polo with 38 teams, a record number. Opening ceremonies are June 18th will be
to full capacity. The time is at 8:00 p.m. we will contact you with more information when
we have a formal program. Brigham - when I came on 4 yearc ago, we were asked to think
outside the box and see an economic impact outside the month of June. We moved wrestling
and water polo. We started the Iron Games, 3t y"*, we had 120 participants the first year,
220 the second year, and 279 this year, things are going really well. We are continually
having conversations with people, we talked about high school soccer moving to the fall. It
is not just a June operation anymore. We appreciate your support. Phillips - on the soccer
side of things, have you talked with tourism and are they ok with this. Brigham - yes, Pace
works closely with Maria and everyone seems to be on board. Pace - in trying to expand the
season we are being sensitive to other events taking place. We do not want to take over
facilities, we want to be good partners and create good events for years to come. We want to
express appreciation to you for the support to the community over the past year. We have had
concerned leadership and we have recognized that as an organization. Phillips how is fund
raising. Pace - donors were hesitant at first, but as soon as we were able to commit to them
the committed to us. rcarter wilkey - President of Iron county children's Justice center,
fun run is Saturday, starts at 8:00 a.m. and regishation at 7:00 a.m. We have 150 registered,
normally we have 300. we serve breakfast, we have gift baskets donated by the community.
Phillips - how is it advertised; I haven't heard much about it. Carter - we were a liftle
behind, we have posters out and today it is in the Iron county Today, it is also on Facebook.
Come out and bring your family and have a good time. rKristen Mitchell, youth Futures,
Executive Director and co-Founder, thank you for your help working with our organization.
We are nonprofit, have a facility in Ogden and St. George with residential support for
emergency shelter beds for minors and we are under contract to bring the same to the Cedar
City area. We were invited by service providers concemed about the 3 l2 homeless youth,
they are sleeping in cars, camping in the mountains and couch surfing in unsafe situations.
we would like to come in and provide services. we are under some tight deadlines to close
on the property and awaiting city approval. I wanted to introduce our organization and field
questions. we are looking forward to being here. Phillips what are the age ranges? Kristen
12- 1 8, and in housing portion 76-22. Hartley
- how do the two facilities work together.
Kristen - in ogden & St. George we only have the residential areas and we have found it is a
gap, they cannot afford regular housing situation so that is more ofa long term supportive
helping them to be stable and to be sustainable in the community and not need any other
services. We are also addressing and involved with intergenerational poverty and we are
looking to wrap this into those aging into adulthood. We want to address the poverty and
solve it through interventions. Phillips - how are you funded and purchase homes? Kristen
these two facilities, we have $680,000 from the Olene Walker Housing Fund, it is a loan at 0
percent deferred product to help these programs with the youth. We also applied for federal
funding through FISBY for Runaway Homeless Youth Act, Street Outreach programs, Basic
Center Programs, Transitional Living and a Group Home, we will apply for those. phillips
what limits, do you cut off when beds are full? Kristen - yes, go to capacity, we separate by
male and female, if parenting teen they are separate from other youth. Sometimes our
capacity is lower for the separation. We play tetris on how to fit the youth. Mayor - how
many beds? It depends on the ordinance, we have 16 beds in the other two locations,
licensing and ordinance with determine, probably 8 beds in each. We also have 1 I

-

-
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apartments. Melling - you are under timelines, anyhing we can do to help those. Kristen
we are waiting approval, the two facilities are across the street from each other, the ability to
provide services together we have asked for reasonable accommodation for that, they are
within the 700-foot range. It would benefit the community, the organization and the kids
having them that close. Hartley - do you know where in the process? Paul - I started
writing the decision today, I will email it to you. rTom Jett - I had a sister and niece here
from Alaska, my niece fell in love with the downtown park. When I was there, I don't chase
her. I was setting by a couple, they were travelers and all they could talk about is how clean
our city park was, it was really neat to hear.

CONSENT AGENDA: (r) APPROVAL OF MINUTES DATED APRIL 21 &28,2021i
(2) RATIFY BILLS DATED MAY 3.2021: (3) APPROVE LOCAL CONSENT FOR A
SINGLE EVEN ALCOHOL PERMIT FOR A BEERFEST ON JULY 3IST AT
POLICY KINGS BREWERY 233 NORTH lOO WEST. POLICY KINGS
BREWERY/DARIN ADAMS: (4) APPROVE LOCAL CONSENT FOR AN
ALCOHOL LICENSE FOR TROCADERO INC DBA THE FRENCH SPOT 20
SOUTH NIAIN STREET. MICHAEL ROBERT ATT AI,I & LEAH ATTALVDARTN
ADAMS: ($ APPROVE FINAL PLAT OF THE TOWNHOMES AT CROSS
HOLLOW PUD. PHASE I. PLATT & PLATT/TYLER ROMERIL: (6) APPROVE
SECOND ADDENDUM T O TOM JETT'S MARCH 26.2003 LEASE AGREEMENT
CONCE RNING PROPERTY IN THE VICINITY OF 9OO NORTH MAIN STREET.
TOM JETT/TYLER RO MERIL: (7) APPROVE THE PETITION TO ANNEX 40.02
ACRES OF PROPERTY LOCATED AT 23OO WEST 3OOO NORTH INTO CE DAR
CITY. GO C ML/TYLER ROMERIL; (8) APPROVE VICINITY PLAN FOR THE
KOKANEE TOWNH OME PROJECT LOCATED AT 1139 NOR TH CEDAR BLVD:
(9) APPROVE BID FROM DREAMLAND PLAYGROUND IN THE AMOUN TOF
$90.400 Fo R NINJA AND SOFT PLAY EOUIPMENT. KEN NEILSON:
Councilmember Phillips moved to approve the consent agenda iterns I through 6 and 8-9 as
written above; second by Councilmernber Hartley; vote unanimous.

Councilmember Melling moved to approve the petition to annex 40.02 acres contingent on
County approval; second by Councilmember Hartley; vote as follows:

AYE:
3
1
NAY:
ABSTAINED:O

Phillips

AN ORD INANCE VACATING A PORTION OF A CITY MASTER PLANNED
TRAIL LOCATED IN PHASE 8 OF ASHDOWN FOREST PUD. GO CIV[/
JONATHAN STATHIS: Dallas - this got a negative recommendation from Planning
Commission. I was out in the field with Brian. I would like to table it and bring back a trail
tied into the BLM and vacate through Ashdown Phase 8. Melling - you worked through
that; how much longer would it be? Dallas - business wise? Yes. I don't know. There is a
City master planned tank, my idea is to go around that and wrap into BLM, so it would
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depend on the route. Phillips
trails to dead end.

- it may be a good solution for time being. We do not want the

Councilmernber Phillips moved to table it for 1 week; second by Councilmernber Melling;
Question on the motion - Hartley - if it is moved is the City's responsibility, or do we
develop it anyway. Dallas - with trails an easement is deeded, and the City applies for
funding, the developer does not pay for the trial. Jonathan - that is correct, the upsize or a
new trail it is paid for by impact fees. Outside the development it would be a separate
project. Hartley - can it go on the perimeter of the subdivision on the east side? Dallas - it
would still have the same issues being in a private development. Hartley - take it outside the
development. Dallas - I think it would be better to have it go a different direction and not
tlrough all the swells. I will put together a PDF in color to show the area.

roll call vote as follows:
Ron Adams
Terri Hartley Tyler Melling Scott Phillips -

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

AN ORDINAN CE Ai\{ENDING THE WATER ACOUISITION ORDINANCE.
JONATHAN STATHIS/PAUL BITTMENN: Paul - this was presented last week, the
changes were restricting the water we accept to pre 1934, require party deeding to go through
more process in terms of title reports and change applications and determinations through
State Engineers Office. Provision to remove that required automatic moratorium if we went
below 20o/o in water rights, currently we are 5270 in reserve and 48%o active, the reason for
this is the moratorium may not be the appropriate solution if we hit the barrier, we could look
at other things before shutting things down. Council asked staffto make some amendments
ifyou annex land you have to bring water, not pay the fee, there is a limited exception, ifyou
were forced to annex you can still pay the fee or bring water. We typically don't force people
to annex, it is usually majority landowners that want to come in and a little piece that is a
hold out. The next portion is a change to require with a subdivision we only accept water,
not money. Every residential subdivision ifnot produced water at annexation does at
subdivision. There is an exception with a minor lot subdivision, a family, mom and pop,
small entity, we wanted to give flexibility. In regard to requiring water at building permit,
you can bring water or pay fee. It is designed to get water fiom every property in town, at
annexation or at subdivision or when they pull a building permit, unless they have already
provided money or rights.
Melling

- whenever changing extensive and complicated policy you find gaps. In some
discussions over the last week, ifwe only accept rights in lieu offunds at subdivision phase,
then what kinds of subdivisions use how much water, the preliminary shows discrimination
on actual use versus rights. Pending more data, it looks like a few other changes. Ifwe are at
subdivision acquiring rights only, building simple, objective, and fair, then we don't need to
require it at annexation, but depending on what they build or subdivide bring the rights and
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then remove exception for minor lot subdivisions, but keep it at building permit phase. We
do not have any at building permit other than one or two, what is a situation? Jonathan - it is
usually industrial or commercial developments that pay at permit. Paul - or a horse pasture
that someone builds on. Melling - I don't want us to delay this, but I think if we get more
information on usage, and staffis working on that, and table it until the next cycle I would be
more comfortable with use at subdivision, not at annexation, leaving an exception at building
permit phase. Hartley - what was the point to remove the minor lot? Melling - it was
because of actual use component, the variation based on actual use. Hartley - the main
purpose for a small subdivision is hard to acquire rights. I would be in favor ofleaving that
exception. Phillips - I understand the usage issue, my concem is if we don't require at
annexation, we may bring property in and if they can't get water at subdivision, they leave it
undeveloped. Melling - under current policy we have an incentive ifthey provide rights at
annexation, 1.2 at annexation, 1.5 at subdivision. This allows them to annex before the
subdivision phase without having to worry about the water component. I think it will bring an
incentive to annex before subdividing. I do not see an alfalfa field wanting to annex. I worry
about providing too much ofa bonus with providing rights at annexation. We can go by
general plan, but we don't know what it will be. If it is based on what is being built, we
would have enough rights to service a neighborhood. If at annexation, most intense is 3-acre
feet per acre, ifwe said at annexation, it will be the highest amount and the oflset other fees
at subdivision. If lower, then you run the risk of being on the short side. Jonathan - I agree
it is difficult to know at annexation. You can use the General Plan, but that can be amended.
At subdivision we have a better idea of the water use. Paul - after we subdivide 100 acres
for industrial use and the range ofuse is all over the board, some commercial and industrial is

better at building permit. Melling - subdivision at residential and building permit for
commercial and industrial, can we do that? Paul - yes, we can do a different direction.
Phillips - staffdid a great job with other ideas. The ordinance is long, but much easier to
follow. Melling - I don't want to wait long. Hartley - R-l versus multi family is a variance,
could we come up with an average. Phillips if we approve, we can make revisions, what
are the problons we run into. Paul - the time frame, this is an important ordinance but so are
other projects engineering is doing. If you want a serious look with a different system with
what water for what use, I don't think a week is doable. Melling - the County system is
simple, with a few changes that could be plugged in. The data I have is not complete, if we
look at water billing, R-1 is about 2.2-acre feet per acre, multifamily depending on density
and how much open space can be 3.5 an acre or more. I don't want a million tiers, but a per
dwelling number, per irrigated space or size oflot. Once we have the data it will be easier. I
am concemed about passing anything tonight less than 3.5-acre feet per acre because some
would require that. The County has restrictive covenants where not more than 1600 square
feet of lawn, simple as possible. If we were to pass what we have tonight and circle back,
how quickly can we do that, 3 weeks? Jonathan - yes, that would be doable. What we have
proposed is much improved, but circle back with data. Adams - are you opposed to bringing
any water ifwe annex? Melling-no, but this ordinance as provided doesn't account for it,
but if we have actual use. Adams - I think we are shooting ourselves in the foot ifwe don't
get it at annexation. Later down the road we default to a payment. Melling - we won't allow
payment at subdivision phase. Adams - ifthey annex to start with, why not adjust at
subdivision phase. It is obvious anything annexed in you don't know what they will do with
it. Paul - the county model is easy, no one annexes to the County. Melling - is it a door we
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can leave open, we require at annexation, and

if

the development requires more water, we get

it then? Paul - what if it is less water, we cannot give water back, are we going to open our
wallets. We settled at 1.2 to get it at annexation. We had just dealt with Equestrian Pointe
setting on 1800 era water and we didn't get any. We can put water rights to use for the entire
city. Melling - at that time we had the option to pay the fee, if we are acquiring the rights at
subdivision and not allow the fee, we don't need to have an incentive at annexation, that is
my concem. If we pass what is proposed and make the amendment to cover anything filed
between now and then at 1.5 per acre instead of 1 .2 with the understanding it may adjust
when we have more information. This would be at annexation or subdivision. Hartley with the understanding it could be changed, I don't understand that? Melling - in 3 weeks.
Adams - at annexation? Melling - yes for today.
Councilmember Melling moved to approve the ordinance amending the Water Acquisition
Ordinance as presented with the single modification that the requirernent at annexation phase
be changed from 1.2 to 1.S-acre feet per acre; second by Councilmember Hartley; roll call
vote as follows:
Ron Adams
Terri Hartley Tyler Melling Scott Phillips -

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE 2O2O-202I FISCAL YEAR BUDGET. JASON
NORRIS: Jason - last week I presented to you 3 revision items, property insurance fire, chip
seal and water dept and write in adding $83,000 to the boiler project at Heritage Center, we
want to amend what was presented to include the $83,000. phillips and take $g3,000 out of
FY 22 budget. Jason - yes, we thought we would do it inFY -22.
councilmernber Phillips moved to approve the resolution amending the 2020-21 Fy budget
including the $83,000 for the boiler; second by Councilmember Hartley; vote as follows:

AYE:
5
NAY:
0
ABSTAINED:O
APPROVE BID FROM ROCKY M OUN TAIN MECHANICAL FOR THE BOILER
REPLACEMENT AT THE HERIT AGE THEATRE. JASO NCL ARK: Jason Clark - it
was brought to my aftention that it was addressed after I left last week. I would like to read
into the record Exhibit "A". The current boilers are over 40-year design, 20 year into their
life, if we refurbish we could bring thern forward, but significantly improved design and we
still have a 20 year old boiler. Any car, boat tractor can be renovated, but you don't do it
often other than collection. Melling - the only open concem is there any remaining
warranty? Jason - no, they are guaranteed for a year, the heat exchange for additional years,
it is like the frame of a truck, that is why it is longer. We are well outside any warranty.
Phillips - I appreciate you looking into that.
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Councilmember Hartley moved to approve the bid from Rocky Mountain Mechanical for the
boiler replacement at the Heritage Theatre; second by Councilmember Phillips; vote
unanimous.

A RESOLUTI ON TO REPEAL RESOLUTION #20.11I8. WHICH SET FORTH THE
PARAM ETERS FOR FUNDING THE I\IULTIPU RPOSE RECREATION CENTER.
PAUL BITTMENN: PhiI lips - we had a good discussion and have seen what happened with
construction costs. Recreation is important for quality oflife. I voted against in November
because of timing and the pandemic. We did really well, but now the punishment is on
construction costs. I feel badly. Melling - this is independent of any question on the ballot,
our hands are tied on not moving forward. If we left it on, we would be stringing CIB along
with something we have no intention ofdoing. No one has intention to approving at the price
point projected. We are obligated to remove at this time. This is not closing the discussion on
anything else. Mayor - that is correct, the council can come up with a different ballot
question ifyou would like.
Councilmember Phillips moved to approve the resolution repealing Resolution #20-11 18,
which set forth the parameters for funding the multipurpose recreation center; second by
Councilmember Adams; vote as follows:

AYE:
4
NAY:
0
ABSTAINED:O
CLOSED SESSION

-

PROPERTY NEGOTIATIONS:

Councilmember Melling moved to adjoum and go into closed meeting at 6:43 p.m.; second
by Councilmember Phillips; roll call vote as follows:
Ron Adams
Terri Hartley Craig Isom
Tyler Melling Scott Phillips -

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

Renon Savage, MMC
City Recorder

APPROVE THE PETITION TO ANNEX 40.02 ACRES OF PROPERTY LOCATED
AT 23OO WEST 3OOO NORTII INTO CEDAR CITY. GO CIVIL/TYLER ROMERIL:
Tyler - we asked to move to action because there are a few things that have come up with
Iron County. When Mr. Buckner brought it to the County they were going to develop in the
County and then sent it to the City and we wanted to keep them in the City. The County
wanted to take a second look, they feel it may cause a peninsula, ifthat happens the County
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it was tabled.
Dallas Buckner - I called Reed Erickson to see why tabled. He took a straw poll from the
County and they were willing to let it go either way. I hope to approve on the condition of
County approval so the 30 days can start and if the County doesn't do that we will pull.
Phillips - we denied that. Tyler - yes, but they have the trump card. Tyler - we are
frustrated, but in the future, we will discuss that with thern before we get here. Dallas - there
is an existing peninsula and it makes it worse by annexing this. Hartley - when we denied
the request for denial, we didn't want to create an island. Dallas - there is a county peninsula
surrounded by City, by bringing this in it makes it worse. If you go around the boundary and
the peninsula is less than 25% of the parameter it is a peninsula, and that is the concern.
Melling - I was forwarded one of the maps, this annexation would take it to 11.7 and 25o/o is
when it is the County consent. I don't know why the tabled it, I think it may be a water issue.
can waive and let them annex. They were going to do that yesterday, but

I would approve contingent on County approval.
i0{AY 12.2021
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, May 12,2021, at 5:30 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.
ADJOURN: Councilmember Phillips moved to adjoum at 7:06 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Adams; vote unanimous.

EXHIBIT
CITY COUNCIT
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"A"

M

AY L2,2O2L

Prior becoming the Manager of the facility in June of 2011 I had very little involvement with the
boilers and do not recall who may have serviced them if any service at all was performed. For
the next few years, we tried a variety of local service providers including: Zion Plumbing,
Jackson Heating & Plumbing, Davis Heating & A/C Service, I think there were a few others but

cannot recall names at this time. ln time it became apparent that our local service providers
lacked the training and expertise needed to address our boiler problems. After a period oftrial
and error we happened upon Mechanical Products Utah lnc. more commonly known as MPl,
based out ofSandy, UT. Their service tech nicians have proven knowledgeable and reliable,the
major drawbacks being cost and located so far away. The techs from MPI have said to the effect
that our boilers are living on borrowed time and have suggested we should replace them (note:
MPI did not bid on the boiler replacement). ln the past year and prior to the city sending out for
RFPs I was introduced to the local service tech from Rocky Mountain Mechanical and he
express similar opinion that the boilers were near the end of their service life. As to the
question of longevity the boilers contain certain components that will last indefinitely, chief
among these is the heat exchanger, a large cast iron part that rarely if ever is replaced in any
boiler. The challenge is the supporting parts that make the boiler run are becoming worn out

and are difficult to get replacements for i.e. the blowers, ignitors, sensors, control electronics,
switches, relays, etc.... lf we had regu lar service from techs with the correct skill setfromthe
beginning it is possible that the boilers may have lasted for a few more years. while it may be
possible to completely refurbish the existing boilers there is serious doubt that it would be cost
effective to do so. At this crossroads I stand by the recommendation that the city replace the
current boilers with a more modern and efficient design while providing for annual
maintenance and inspection from a qualified company. I hope this answers your questions if

you have any concerns, please let me know.

